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Abstract: Updates for the apps are frequently released nowadays. Therefore, users must have a very smooth experience 

of updating the app. The aim is to develop an independent SDK that can be easily integrated with any iOS applications. 

This paper proposes “App Upgrade SDK” that is developed for iOS applications which ensures that the user is notified 

if there is an update available in the app store and directs the user to the app store if he/she decides to update. In this 

SDK, three APIs are integrated – one is for checking updates and presenting the user with an update screen, the second 

is for handling the blocker logic, and the third is for presenting the new features after the app is opened for the first time 

after updating. These APIs are integrated with app UI using MVVM architecture. MVVM is used to ensure the scalability 

of the SDK. Fetching the latest version and minimum OS compatibility for the latest version is a challenge. AppUpgrade 

SDK provides the easiest way to fetch the latest version of the app from Appstore every 24 hours. AppUpgrade SDK is 

also made customizable according to the developer’s needs. This AppUpgrade SDK can be directly integrated with any 

iOS application as a development pod. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

        

Since the advent of smartphones, the two most widely used mobile operating systems in the world (Android and iOS) 

have developed a catalogue of millions of applications for each use imaginable. However, building a mobile application 

is not a once-off procedure. App updates are now necessary to keep them relevant and effective for a long time due to 

rapidly evolving technology and audience demands. According to a Sensor Tower poll, the average time between updates 

for popular apps is between 3 and 45 days [10]. So, enhancing app upgrade experience is very much necessary to ensure 

easy workflow for the user to update the app.  

        An outdated app may be more vulnerable to security threats. Also, latest version provides more features to the user. 

Therefore, app developers need to ensure that there are easy and innovative steps involved in updating the app. App 

Upgrade is the service that provides easy workflow for the users to update the app. This service can either be developed 

as an API or SDK.  In the proposed work, an App Upgrade SDK is developed as SDK is easier to integrate with any app 

independently. One of the main challenges is to fetch latest version and minimum supported OS version for the latest 

version of the app. AppUpgrade SDK makes this task easier. The proposed work focuses on iOS applications. 

AppUpgrade SDK fetches the latest version of the app from the app store every 24 hours. It notifies the user by presenting 

an update screen every 24 hours if there is an update available. IT also blocks the user from using the app if the user 

hasn’t updated it for a certain number of days. AppUpgrade SDK also provides an option for the developers to present 

all the features after the app is opened for the first time after updating. The developer must provide all the new features 

in the app store while releasing the update. The developer has an option to set the following parameters while configuring 

the SDK. 

 

X - number of days after which the user should be notified of the update from its release date. 

Y - number of days after which the user should be blocked from using the app from its release date. 

Z - number of outdated versions after the user should be notified of the update (For Example: If the current version of 

the app is 20.1 and the value of Z is 3, then the user is not notified of the update until 20.4 version is released.) 

Update URL – The developer can also provide the update URL i.e., the URL to which the user is directed for updating 

the app. By default, this URL would be iOS AppStore URL. Fig.2 shows the workflow of AppUpgrade SDK. 

 

To achieve the objectives. MVVM architecture is used. Fig.1 shows the MVVM architecture. 
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Fig.1. MVVM Architecture. In MVVM, View Model interacts with View and Model, but View (UI) and model 

(business logic) are independent of each other [15]. 

     

II. RELATED WORK 

 

      A detailed survey is made on the work done on app upgrade experience. An investigation conducted by the authors 

in 2020 at San Francisco[1] on the issue of enforcing security critical updates of distributed apps. After completing a 

survey to learn more about the relationship between released updates and actual use of those updates, they discovered 

that over half of all users continued to use an outdated app version even seven days after the fix was released. They raised 

concern for a potential sluggish update procedure on Android and other mobile platforms, although careful 

generalisations of their preliminary findings and further research are required. The authors of [2] detail recent experiences 

on the development of an official IEEE mobile application on both Android OS and Apple iOS. They concentrated on 

video playback because both iOS and Android have built-in standard methods for playing video into their development 

environments. They were greatly aided in managing some of the difficulties mentioned in "Mobile app backdrop," such 

as handling various network conditions and having an offline mode, by the existing mechanisms for video playback. In 

order to do real development for the iOS platform, they got an agreement with Apple.  

     The writers of [3] proposed a comprehensive methodology to investigate the causes and effects of app updates, and 

empirically validated it by observing user feedback, update notes, and app rankings for 20 iOS applications. According 

to the findings, customers' strong opinions will push focus organisations to deliver significant updates regularly and to 

take into account their valuable comments. The same type of survey was carried out in [4], and the authors came to the 

conclusion that major updates are caused by users' evolving requirements. The major benefit of app upgrades is an 

updated version of the app, though some users have reported decreased performance as a result of increased load. Through 

a case study, the authors of [5] analysed third-party app stores and devised a statistic called "Pulling rate" to calculate the 

impact of update events on downloads. According to the findings, the number of downloads will nearly triple ten days 

following the upgrade. 

       

     The writers of [6] begin by providing a summary of the many development methodologies used in the realm of e-

Commerce Andriod and iOS applications. Their study focuses on analysing how well-built e-Business mobile apps 

perform in terms of interoperability, access to mobile functionalities, and enhanced visuals. A unique method is presented 

by the authors of [7] for automatically identifying the portions of Android apps that have been impacted by updates to 

the underlying Android mobile operating system and statistically analysing the impact of the update. An operating system 

upgrade has little overall impact, according to preliminary analysis. 
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III.  METHODOLOGY 

 

The objectives are formulated as two separate tasks i.e.  development of AppUpgrade SDK and testing the SDK by 

integrating with any sample app. Figure 2 shows the detailed design of the SDK 

 

 
 

Fig.2. Workflow of AppUpgrade SDK. All the three APIs are integrated to perform the functions shown in the figure. 

 

A. Development of AppUpgrade SDK:  

1) Fetching latest version  and current version: Latest version is fetched from App Store. App’s current version is 

fetched using iTunes API and bundle id [17]. 

2) Developing “Update Controller” API : “Upgrade Controller” functionalities are 

 Checks if the current version is z versions outdated.  

 Checks if the number of days from the release of the new version exceeded x days. This is done by comparing current 

date and release date. If yes, displays an update screen for every 24 hours. 

 Allows the user to directly jump on to the App Store if the user decides to update. 

3) Developing “Force Update” API : This API when called  

 Checks if the number of days from the release of the new version exceeds y days. (x and y values are fetched from 

policy provider - daysAfterPolicyTrigger, daysAfterForceUpdate). If yes, block the user from using the app. 

 Checks if the OS version is not compatible by fetching the minimum OS support version from the App store using 

AppStoreConnect API. If yes, don't force the update. 

4) Developing “WhatsNew” API : An API when called  checks if current version is the latest version and it is getting 

stored for the first time. If yes, it fetches new features from the app store (must be provided by the developer while 

releasing the latest version) and displays them. 

5) Integration of APIs, Controller, User Interface and Database : All the components are integrated using MVVM 

architecture. 
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B. Integration of AppUpgradeSDK into sample app:  

The AppUpgradeSDK is integrated into sample app as a development pod. SDK is consumed as a pod for internal apps 

(apps used in developer’s organization). SDK provides a framework for external customers.  

C. Protocols: The protocols used in the development of AppUpgrade SDK are: 

 

1) Configuration Provider: This protocol mainly exposes four  settings that can be configured by the application: 

 bundleid - The bundleId represents the app's unique identifier that developer can register, modify, and delete.  

 app version  - Current version of the app. It is fetched from iTunes API. 

 primaryColor - Optional UIColor object used as the primary button color for all the screens shown by the 

application. 

 updateURL - Optional appStore URL pointing to the current application. This is used as the action URL when 

user opts to update the application. By default this URL is taken from the iTunesAPI. 

2) Policies Provider: Protocol that defines the admin policy on when user should be informed on the new available version 

and  to block the usage of an older version of the application. As of now there is no functionality to block the usage. And 

user is informed of the update if update is available immediately. 

3) Storage Provider: AppUpgradeSDK also provides an option to save any data with the help of StorageProvider. This is 

an optional protocol. By default, it saves the latest version information fetched from iTunesAPI and the date when it was 

last saved. The keys used for them are : VersionInformation and InfoLastFetchedDate respectively. Applications can 

provide an object that conforms to  StorageProvider protocol if they have a custom storage requirement. It mainly 

provides the following three APIs which are used to set, get and clear any data from storage. 

 

D. Delegates:  The delegates used in the development of AppUpgrade SDK are: 

    1) Upgrade Delegate: AppUpgradeSDK also provides an option to the host app to know the status of the Update Check. 

This is also an optional protocol.  Application can provide an object that conforms to Upgrade Delegate  protocol if they 

have  requirement. 

 
 

Fig.3. Detailed design of the AppUpgrade SDK methodology followed during the development. It has two public APIs 

which are used in the development and three private APIs which are developed using public APIs. 
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     2) Custom Screen Delegate: Developers can choose between default screen and custom screen for update screen. If 

they choose to provide a custom screen, then they have to implement this protocol so that they can provide their own  

Custom Update Screen in showUpdateScreen function. Also the App Upgrade SDK sends the Default Update Screen 

object which allows them to make some changes to the default update screen if it is required.  

 

    3) Feature Delegate : AppUpgradeSDK also provides an option to the host app to know the status of the What's New. 

This is also an optional protocol. Application can provide an object that conforms to Feature Delegate protocol if they 

have a requirement. It provides the following API which can be used to get the status of the SDK. 

 

E. View Controllers: The view controllers used in the development of AppUpgrade SDK. 

    1) Upgrade Controller : It provides the required API to check for the availability of new version of the application and 

to show it to the user. Policy Provider and Storage Provider are optional. It requires:  

 Configuration Provider object - provides the required configuration for the AppUpgradeSDK. 

 Custom Screen Delegate object - Current app screen visible when checkUpdate API is invoked. 

   2) Feature Controller : It provides the required API to view the new features added in the new version of the application 

and to show them to the user. Configuration Provider and StorageProvider are optional protocols for this feature. 

Applications can provide an object that conforms to them if they have a custom configuration or storage requirement. 

For this feature, SDK user can configure 'primaryColor' and 'appVersion' with the help of Configuration Provider. This 

usage requires minimum of two parameters.               

 listOfFeatures - Developer needs to provide the list of the features. It includes title and description of the feature 

where description is optional to provide. 

 presenter - Current app screen when viewFeatures API is invoked. AppUpgrade SDK's What's new screen will 

be presented modally on top of this screen. Application is responsible for making sure that the presenter is the top most 

screen available. 

 

All the protocols are used for storage. All the delegates are the building blocks of APIs. View controllers handle the logic 

in the user interface.  

 

IV.  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

 

The following were the results obtained on successful development of AppUpgradeSDK and integration with a sample 

app. 

a. Current version and latest version are fetched accurately.  

b. Update screen is presented if there is an update available in the app store every 24 hours. 

c. Blocker screen is presented if the user has not updated for a certain number of days.  

d. The minimum supported OS version is fetched appropriately. Also, the user is not mandated to update if there is OS 

version incompatibility with the latest version of the app. 

e. New features of the latest version of the app are fetched appropriately. New features are presented to the user when 

the app is opened for the first time after updating. 

 

A. Presentation of Update Screen: 

 

Fig.4 shows the update which is presented for every 24 hours if an update is available. The app is configured with a 

version less than the current version to check if SDK presented the update screen. Update screen is presented with all the 

version information within seconds after opening the app. It means that the current version and latest version are fetched 

and compared within seconds. This process is performed every 24 hours. When the update button is clicked, the user is 

directed to the app store where the user can update the app. The user need not search for the app in the app store, it is 

directly opened once clicked on the update button. 
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Fig.4. Update Screen in light and dark modes. Update screen contain an update button which on clicked directs the user 

to the app store. It also contains close button at the top right corner which means that the screen is dismissible. 

 

B. Presentation of Blocker Screen: 

Fig.5 shows the blocker screen both in light mode and dark mode. Blocker screen is presented since the app is let un 

updated for 2 hours (configured by the policy provider with value of y as 2 hours for testing purpose). Blocker screen 

does not have a close button to dismiss the screen. This makes the user not to use the app further until it is updated. So 

that user is mandated to update the app. 

 

C. Presentation of WhatsNew Screen: 

Fig.6 shows the “WhatsNew” Screen both in light and dark mode. It contains all the features in the latest version of the 

app when the app is opened for the first time after opening the app. The new features of the latest version of the app are 

fetched from the app store. For testing purposes, the new features are provided in the storage itself.  

 

The AppUpgrade SDK has definitely shown good results. It is able to function appropriately in different situations. This 

has added a new feature which has enhanced the app upgrade experience in iOS applications. Before this feature was 

integrated, the process of releasing the new updates and letting the user know about the updates was a cumbersome task. 

Now, AppUpgrade SDK, which can be integrated with any iOS application independently, has definitely made the 

process of updating the app easier and can be customized according to developer’s needs. The time taken for fetching the 

latest version, minimum supported OS version and new features is very small(1 to 2 seconds). AppUpgrade SDK 

presented the update screen and blocker screen appropriately during different situations. Also, when integrated with 

sample app, it is triggered at the appropriate time while the application is running. The SDK has not affected the 

performance of the app in any way as it is made to run in the background. 
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Fig.5. Blocker screen in dark and light modes. Blocker screen does not contain close button which means that it is not 

dismissible. User must update the app if the blocker screen is presented otherwise it is not possible for the user to use the 

app. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

      AppUpgrade SDK is a new feature added to iOS applications which eases the process of updating an app. It can be 

integrated with any iOS application very easily. So, the AppUpgrade SDK is scalable, flexible and portable. The 

objectives that are achieved are fetching current and latest version in the fastest way, presenting update screen and blocker 

screen appropriately and presenting all the new features of the latest version of the app appropriately. AppUpgrade SDK 

is designed in a way that the developer can configure it according to his/her requirements. This way SDK has provided 

an easy way to update the app for the users and also provided flexibility to the developers. 

 

      Further, AppUpgrade SDK can be developed for android applications also. It can be made more customizable by 

providing an option for the developers to select the presenter. When there is OS version incompatibility, users can be 

warned about this. Rather than fetching the minimum supported OS version from the public API, a more secure and fast 

way can be found. 
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Fig.6. What’s New screen in light and dark modes. It contains all the new features that are added in the latest version of 

the app and this screen is presented when the app is opened for the first time after updating. 
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